
 

 

 

   

Designer Name: Therese Schaffer 

 

Penny Black Products Used: 30-247 Life’s Journals, 51-054 By the Numbers, 51-051 

Tabs & Toggles 

 

Additional Products: Color Mediums:  Pure Sunshine; Vibrant Turquoise Dylusions Inks 

Spray (Ranger); Teal Color Spray; Various Yellow Dye Ink; Red Dye Ink;  Other:   Glossy 

Accents (ranger); Alpha Stickers; Corner Rounder 

Instructions:  On a 3.75 x 5" CS panel, stamp the scribbled circle stamp from the 

set Life's Journals (30-247) multiple times using 3 different shades of yellow ink.  Die 

cut the large tab die from the set Tags & Toggles (51-051).  The negative cut will 

be used for this project.  Die cut the same tab die on white CS.  On a separate 

piece of white CS, die cut By the Numbers (51-054).  This cut will be used as a 

stencil.  Using repositional tape or glue, adhere the By the Numbers stencil to the 

white CS tab die cut.  Spray Vibrant Turquoise Dylusions Ink Spray as well as a Teal 

dye ink spray to the die cut.  Spray Pure Sunshine Dylusions Ink Spray to the edges 

of the die cut.  Let it dry.  Once dry, carefully remove the stencil. Add picture on 

a diagonal to the tab die cut.  Add light blue CS trim to the top and bottom of 

the picture.  Die cut the geo tag from the Tags and Toggles (51-051) die set.  Add 

the coordinating stamp from Life's Journals (30-247) using Red dye ink.  Add 

Glossy Accents to the heart.  Set Aside.  Using the CS panel as a guide, trace with 

a pencil where the large tab die will be positioned on the card base.  Adhere 

the large tab die.  Add dimensional foam tap all over the panel.  Position and 

adhere the panel over the die cut.   Place geo tags to the left and right of 

picture.  Add alpha stickers to finish. 

 
 


